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ABSTRACT
STEREO VISION ALGORITHM USING PROPAGATION OF
CORRESPONDENCES ALONG AN ARRAY OF CAMERAS
by
Danyan Ganjali
One well known problem in stereo vision is the trade-off between precision and accuracy.
In a conventional two camera model, as the baseline separating the two cameras becomes
smaller, the images that both cameras produce become more identical. This results in a
more accurate set of correspondences, however at the same time causing less precise
depth measurement due to the small angle used for triangulation. Similarly, in a larger
baseline model, the depth measurement is more precise while the correspondences are not
as accurate as of the shorter baseline model. This thesis proposes a method that promises
to solve the precision-accuracy trade-off problem. It employs an array of cameras, where
each adjacent pair of cameras has a small baseline while the entire baseline of the array is
relatively large. In such a system, the accuracy of a short baseline model is enjoyed, and
at the same time, the produced results have the precision matched to a longer baseline
model.
The proposed method in this thesis finds accurate corresponding points in the first
camera pair, and then propagates this set of points along the array, searching for the same
correspondences in each adjacent camera. The final result is a reliable set of
correspondences between the cameras positioned at both ends of the array. The image
coordinates of these points are then used to find the disparity map, followed by a
triangulation algorithm for a precise depth calculation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Specific Aims
Primates are born with both eyes positioned adjacent to one another on the anterior of the
face. This anterior positioning of the eyes, while it reduces peripheral vision comparative
to organisms with laterally positioned eyes, is important for perception of depth. A sense
of depth plays a vital role in the survival of the primates. Each individual eye can only
produce two dimensional images in the brain. However, with the help of two eyes
combined, the brain is able to measure distance of objects, allowing the primate to have a
sense of depth. The left and right eyes are positioned in such a way that part of each field
of vision is common to both. The brain and the neural system combine the two produced
images to give the primate a sense of a three-dimensional world. The process of
combining images from two or more sources, either biological or man made, resulting in
a 3-D image is called stereovision.
Vision in man and certain animals represents a biological solution to the problem
of binocular stereovision. Without any apparent effort, the eyes see a three-dimensional
view of objects in their environment. Given the extraordinary complexity of the human
brain and its visual system, and given the limited research tools currently available, it is
difficult for researchers to discern the precise mechanisms of biological vision. However,
there have been many advances in computer and machine vision, and different techniques
and methods have been proposed and employed to approach the problem of stereovision.
Stereovision is a process directed at understanding and analyzing threedimensional objects based on image data [2]. During this process, the stereovision
1
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system must solve two problems, "the correspondence problem" and "the reconstruction
problem". The correspondence problem consists of determining the position of a point
from the first image in the second image. The distance between the corresponding points
is known as disparity. Combining the disparity information for all the points produces
the disparity map. The reconstruction problem, once the disparities are known, becomes
a simple geometric problem that can be solved using triangulation [14]. While solving
the corresponding problem an error known as the occlusion problem may occur. This
error is due to the fact that, at different positions of each camera, there are often points
that can be only seen from one camera and vice versa.
There are various applications of stereovision in different fields including robot
surgery, air craft navigation, autonomous land rovers, automated industrial machines,
robotics and stereomicroscopy [18],[14],[11]. The process of recovering depth is almost
the same in all these applications, as all need to solve the two problems mentioned above,
namely the correspondence and reconstruction problems. Once the depth is effectively
recovered, it can lead to very useful results. In robotic applications, three-dimensional
vision can make systems capable of dynamically building models of their environment,
detecting changes, and reacting intelligently in carrying out their tasks [18]. Depth
information of objects can also be used to measure the changes in biological surfaces
such as soft tissue. These changes which happen over a period of time can be identified
and quantified by the computer vision, and their three-dimensional representation can
ultimately help in their analysis.
There are different techniques available to solve the correspondence problem.
These matching techniques can be categorized into two main areas, the area-based and
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feature-base techniques [2]. The area-based stereo technique uses correlation among
intensity patterns in the local neighborhood of a point or pixels in one image and looks
for the same or closely similar pattern in the second image. This technique has a
disadvantage since it uses intensity patterns. The intensity and contrast change that
occurs from changing the position in an environment results in errors, which is not
desired. The feature-based techniques extract features from one image and look for the
same features in the second image.
Stereovision techniques have commonly the following sequence of processing
steps [2]:
•

Image acquisition - this is affected by the environment including the acquisition
devices, lights etc.

•

Camera Modeling - known as camera calibration, this step is explained in
Chapter 2.

•

Feature extraction - included in feature-base techniques.

•

Correspondence analysis - an automatic computer process of determining image
points correspondents.

•

Triangulation - a geometric technique of depth measurement given a point in an
image and its correspondent in the other image. This is discussed in Chapter 2.

•

Interpolation- representation of the depth data in 3-D space.
1.2 Background

This section describes the methods used to solve the correspondence problem. It first
gives an overview of camera modeling and calibration, followed by a brief definition of
the correspondence problem for stereo vision. It also discusses different constraints such
as epipolar geometry that simplify the process. The chapter ends with description of
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conditions of image acquisition, and a discussion of triangulation, interpolation, and
reconstruction.

1.2.1 Camera Modeling

The objective of camera modeling is to mathematically represent the way a camera maps
the world coordinates points into pixels or pixel coordinate points. Camera modeling
employs mathematical equations with variables that are called camera parameters.
Camera modeling or calibration is an essential part of the stereovision process and helps
to determine and estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a camera [10]. This
process is explained in Chapter 2.
The camera parameters are categorized into two types. The first are the intrinsic
parameters. The intrinsic parameters do not depend on the position and the orientation of
the camera in space. The knowledge of these parameters can help the user to perform
measurements with the camera. The second set of parameters is the extrinsic parameters
which describe the position of the camera with respect to a reference frame [10].
The intrinsic parameters are necessary to link the pixel coordinate in an image
with its corresponding coordinates in the camera reference frame. These parameters help
characterize the optical, geometric, and digital characteristics of a camera [5]. These
parameters include f, the focal length, Ox, Oy , E x , S y , and finally the radial distortion
coefficient. (Ox, Oy) is the principal point of the image. This is the point on the image
plane at which the optical ray passes the focal length through the focal point and
intersects the image plane perpendicularly. S, , S y , are the effective size of the pixel in
millimeters in the horizontal and vertical direction respectively.

5

The camera reference frame can be located with respect to a known reference
frame called the world reference frame. The extrinsic parameters describe the position
and the orientation of the camera with respect to this known reference frame. They are
represented by two matrices R and T, which are the rotation and translation matrices.
These two matrices are used to uniquely identify the transformation between the
unknown camera reference frame and a known world reference frame [5]. It is therefore
apparent that by changing the position of the camera, the extrinsic parameters change as
well.
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RYA describes the rotation about L k axis by f3 , the tilt angle.

Az describes the rotation about Zk axis by 7 , the roll angle.

With reference to E. Trucco and A. Verri [5], once the intrinsic and the extrinsic
parameters are know, the relationship between the image coordinates and the world
reference coordinates can be shown in a linear version of the perspective projection
equation.

The above equations can be written in matrix format once there is no radial distortion.

Matrix M in, is the intrinsic matrix while Mexf is the extrinsic matrix.

1.2.2 The Correspondence Problem

One of the main issues in stereovision is the correspondence problem. As mentioned
before, the correspondence problem deals with finding the correspondent of a point from
one image to another. This problem becomes more complex as ambiguities occur during
the process. There is usually more than one point or pixel in the second image which is a
candidate for correspondence [2],[18]. This complexity however can be made simpler
with the introduction of different geometric and physical constraints. One geometric
constraint that this thesis extensively depends on is the epipolar geometry. This is
explained in the next section, followed by a discussion of physical constraints.
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1.2.2.1 Epipolar Geometry. In order to understand the epipolar geometry, the geometry
of stereovision needs to be explained first. The stereovision geometry for two cameras is
shown in Figure1.2. Epipolar Geometry is the projective geometry between two views
and is independent of the scene structure. Moreover, it depends only on the camera's
internal parameters and the relative position and orientation of the cameras [16].

Figure 1.2 Stereovision geometry.
(Source: 0. Faugeras 1996 [10])
In Figure 1.2 the line that connects the two optical centers OLD and OR is called the
base line. The value b is called the base distance. It is assumed that point P is projected
onto the point PL in the left images plane. Similarly, PR is the projection of point P on
the right image plane. It is desired to search for the corresponding point of PL in the
second image, namely PR. This search is significantly simplified if the epipolar
geometry is employed, and helps designing a time-efficient correspondence analysis
process. This can constrain the search space, and instead of searching the entire second
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image, only the intersection line of the second image with a so-called epipolar plane
needs to be searched.
An epipolar plane is a plane that includes point P and the two optical centers 01
and Or. The intersection between an epipolar plane and an image plane is called an
epipolar line. Also, once camera calibration is performed, the epipolar plane can be

defined by two lines. One line passes through the projection center OL and the given
image point PL of the image plane. Another line connects OL and OR and as mentioned
before is called the baseline. Therefore once the camera calibration results are known, a
selected point such as PL can specify the corresponding epipolar plane.
Epipolar geometry is a good approach to reduce ambiguities and errors in finding
correspondent points. Often the general geometries are transformed to epipolar
geometry, this is defined as rectification. Rectification is an operation to "insure a simple
epipolar geometry for a stereo pair" [10]. Once rectification is performed, it can "enable
the search for correspondent image features to be confined to one dimension" [17], and
therefore simply the process, making the algorithm execute faster and give more accurate
results.
1.2.2.2 Physical Constraints. The two physical constraints which were introduced by

Marr and Poggio [14] are:
• Uniqueness: Except in rare cases, each item from either image may be assigned
at most one disparity value. This condition relies on the assumption that an item
corresponds to something that has a unique physical position. The exceptions
can occur when two features lie along the line of sight from one eye, but are
separately visible in the other eye.
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• Continuity: Disparity varies smoothly almost everywhere. This condition, a
consequence of the cohesiveness of matter, states that only a small fraction of
the area of an image is composed of boundaries that are discontinuous in depth.
These constraints are taken into account while the algorithm for the correspondence
matching is written.

1.2.3 Triangulation
Triangulation is defined as the recovery of depth information once the disparity map and
the geometry of the stereo setting are known. With reference to [22] the optical setting of
a standard model is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Triangulation.
(Source: L. Iocchi 2005 [13])

In this model, R and L are two pinhole cameras with parallel optical axes, with f
the focal length of both cameras. The distance b, is the baseline and the optical axes lie
on the YZ plane. This plane is parallel to the image plane. The center of the left camera
L, is the origin of the world reference frame.
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Once having the above settings, the equations for triangulations are the following:

In the case of non parallel cameras, there are a few adjustments made to the setup
and the equations. In this case the optical axes are not parallel, but they both lie on the
YZ plane and they intersect at a point (0, 0, Z oo ), this is shown in Figure 1.4. This point is
called afixation point.

Figure 1.4 Triangulation with rotation around X axis.
(Source: L. Iocchi 2005 [13])

If 9 is the rotation angle around the Y axis, then Zoo =

b . The reconstruction

formula for triangulation is then transformed into the following with reference to [22],

Since there is no axis rotation around Y and Z in this thesis, the formulas and setup
corresponding to those cases are not discussed.
It is noted that once the camera position parameters such as pan angle and
baseline distance is known, the triangulation and depth recovery is only the function of
disparity, which is obtained during the pixel matching process.

1.2.4 Image Acquisition
In stereo vision, it is assumed that the pictures are taken at about the same time. If there
is a delay or interval between the acquisitions of images on different cameras, it is
assumed that no object movement occurs between the intervals. If the image acquisition
technique insures that both images are taken at the same time, then the assumption is
satisfied even if the object is moving or for cameras that are mounted on a mobile robot
[2]. The image quality which depends on the imaging device used also affects the quality
of the outcome; this however is based on the design and the specification of the project
and the needs that are to be met.
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1.2.5 Previous Methods

The stereo vision problem has been approached in different ways. One approach is the
use of correlation algorithms in which the points in images are directly matched by
looking for correlation peaks between regions created about a point. Moravec, similar to
Gennery and Tsai used correlation based algorithms to solve the corresponding problems.
The authors of these algorithms have used area-based correlations for pixel matching
[18]. Although most algorithms have tried to use raw irradiance values, some have
defined a set of interesting points [14]. These points are chosen by methods of edge
detection. Such methods usually use either a cross-correlation or mean-square differences
techniques to measure the similarity between nearby regions of interesting points.
Prominent works in this approach include the algorithms of Moravec, Nishihara [18]
Baker and Binford [14]. Some algorithms have segmented the monocular images before
performing a correlation based on properties of the segments. The work of Price and
Reddy adopt this stereo vision approach.
Marr and Poggio were perhaps the pioneers in using the relaxation algorithms for
stereo images. Seeking to model a neural process, Marr and Poggio developed the
relaxation algorithm which associated a weight to each match and described an iterative
algorithm. At each iteration and for each match, an inhibitory process reduced the weight
of conflicting matches that conflicted with the uniqueness theorem explained earlier in
this chapter. There also is an excitatory process which increases the weight of matches
with similar disparities based on the continuity constraint [18].
According to Okutomi and Kanade [7], a short baseline of a pair of cameras in a
stereo vision system, results in less precise distance estimation due to narrow
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triangulation. It however contains less ambiguity which results in more accurate
corresponding points. In longer baseline models, the distance estimation is more precise,
however as the baseline becomes longer, there is less corresponding points present from
one image to another. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between precision and accuracy in
matching. In stereo vision the relationship between disparity d and the depth distance z
can be represented by the following equation:

where b is the baseline and f is the focal length. It can be seen from the above equation
that for the same depth distance, the disparity is proportional to the baseline. This
equation elaborates the existence of the precision-accuracy trade off problem. It is
therefore suggested that with the knowledge of this dilemma, a decent model should have
both acceptable precision and accuracy and offer a solution to the trade off problem.

1.2.6 Proposed Method
The proposed method in this thesis, offers a solution to the trade off problem between
accuracy and precision. The proposed solution is to employ an array of five cameras
rather than the traditional pair of cameras. This allows the baseline of each adjacent
camera to be fairly small, while the entire baseline of the array is an acceptably large
equivalent baseline. The pixel matching process is performed on two cameras at a time,
and the search for the correspondences is propagated down the array [1]. Pixels that are
found in all the cameras receive a high ranking while those with correlation in only a pair
receive a low rank. The triangulation method is then used with the high ranked
correspondence points to compute a sparse depth map of the surface. The density of the
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3-D map can be increased by examining the behavior of the correspondence gradients
from one camera to another. It is assumed that corresponding points on images which
represent a location on the object behave smoothly from a camera pair to another, this is
assumption is valid due to the gradual change of shape in biological surfaces. With this
assumption, the low rank correspondences can be promoted to high ranks once they show
high correlation among some camera pairs. Similarly, the candidates which receive high
rank correlations among one pair or more but have low ranks amongst the rest of the
pairs, are viewed as errors and are not included in the depth map. The obtained 3-D data
can be used with Bezier or B-spline surface methods to fit a smooth surface.

CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS, INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS

2.1 Apparatus
As mentioned in the previous chapter, this experiment employs an array of cameras. Five
high quality Pixelink cameras (Vitana Corp, Ottawa, Canada) were securely mounted on
a stable table. All five cameras were placed at the same height in an array and were
connected to a computer via a firewire hub. Each of the cameras is capable of capturing
1280 x 1024 pixels images at 9.3 fps (frames per second). The computer can view
streaming data of each camera and take snapshots one camera at a time. To identify each
camera they were labeled A to E from left to right. An object (a Halloween mask) was
chosen and positioned in front of the cameras on a table; the distance was chosen in such
a way that all the cameras can view the object. The equipment setup is shown in Figure
2.1.

Figure 2.1 Equipment Setup.
16
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To have a mathematical idea of where each camera is in space, all cameras were
calibrated using the Camera Calibration toolbox for Matlab [8]. This procedure is
described in Section 2.2. After calibrating each camera individually, each adjacent pair
was stereo calibrated. Once these steps were performed, images could be taken using the
Pixelink processing software.
All the algorithms and programs were written using Matlab 6.5 (Mathworks, MA,
USA) and the results were analyzed using the same software. Images of each pair of
cameras need to be rectified and warped (described in Section 2.3). Following the
rectification and warping of pairs of images in each adjacent pair of cameras, the search
for correspondences, namely the image matching, can be performed (explained in section
2.4). Section 2.5 describes the calculation of triangulation which is performed to obtain
the depth information.

2.2 Camera Calibration
As cited by Oliver Faugeras, "calibration is the process of estimating the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of a camera" [10]. Camera calibration is an important part of stereo
image processing and when the purpose of the application is to "compute absolute 3-D
information about a scene, then camera calibration data must be available" [17]. There
are however other applications in stereovision that do not require calibration and rely on
other methods. However, since the results of this section are essential for other parts of
this project such as the rectification process, camera calibration was performed carefully.
After considering different methods of calibration, it was decided to use the
Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab designed by Professor Jean-Yves Bouguet of the
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California Institute of Technology. This is a simple and user-friendly toolbox that is easy
to use and yet produces good results. The toolbox works with Matlab 5.x and Matlab 6.x
(up to Matlab 6.5) on Windows, UNIX and Linux systems. In addition it does not require
any specific Matlab toolbox [8]. During later stages of the experiment it was noted that
this toolbox was also compatible with Matlab 7.0 which was therefore used for this
experiment. The next section discusses the methods used to calibrate the cameras.

2.2.1 Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab

The first step of camera calibration is to provide a planar checkerboard. This calibration
grid board is shown in Figure 2.2. The images are taken with the cameras, with the
calibration grid positioned at varying orientation. This can be used to locate the position
of the grids in space relative to the position of the camera once the dimensions of the
grids are known. The toolbox recommends taking a total number of about 20 calibration
images with each camera. However it was noted that taking more pictures resulted in
more accuracy, and also with more pictures at hand, there was an option of eliminating
the images with high errors.

Figure 2.2 Grid used for calibration.
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The Camera Calibration Toolbox can be loaded by recalling calib or by simply
typing "calib" in the command line. Matlab then uploads a graphical interface shown in
Figure 2.3 which can be used to start up the calibration process.

Figure 2.3 Calibration graphical interface.
(Source: Intel Corp. 2004 [8])

During the image acquisition process, the images were named similarly but with
different suffix. For example, for camera A the images were named A0001, A0002 etc.
The toolbox is capable of loading images that are named this way at once and the user
does not need to input each picture individually. After loading all the images to the
memory, they are shown in a thumbnail format illustrated in Figure 2.4

Figure 2.4 Camera calibration images thumbnail.
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Once these steps are performed, the four corners of each checkerboard are
manually selected. During this process, the origin is always selected first. Selections
follows a clockwise direction, this is used to identify the x and y direction of the grids.
The toolbox asks the user to input the number of the grids in each direction, and also the
size of each grid in millimeters. With the information mentioned above, the toolbox
automatically selects the corner position of the rest of the grids and the user can view the
results and decide if they are acceptable. A sample of an automatic corner selection is
shown in Figure 2.5

Figure 2.5 Automated corner selection.

Next, the calibration program is executed. This uses the extracted corners to
compute the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The result of the calibration is then
outputted by the program and can be saved for future use. Table 2.1 shows the
calibration results for camera A.
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The calibration results include intrinsic and extrinsic parameters such as focal
length, skew factor, distortion, principal point, and rotation and translation matrices.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the extrinsic parameters of a camera, with the calibration grids and
the camera reference frame. This graph shows the 3-dimensional position of the
checkerboard with respect to the camera.

Figure 2.6 Extrinsic parameters and calibration grids.

For the calibration results, close attention should be paid to pixel error; the goal of
a good calibration process is to minimize this error as much as possible. The toolbox lets
the user to see which image has the highest error by choosing the "Analyze error "
function. This function shows a graph similar to Figure 2.7 and clicking on each point on
the graph indicates which image it is from. These images can either be analyzed and
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reprocessed or be eliminated. The toolbox is equipped with other functions that can
reduce the pixel error; they are not however discussed here.

2.2.2 Stereo Camera Calibration
To achieve stereovision, cameras need to be stereo calibrated. This is also done by using
the Calibration Toolbox for Matlab. The m-file to execute stereo calibration is called
stereo_gui.m, and once executed a user-friendly graphical interface is uploaded which is

Figure 2.8 Stereo calibration graphical interface.
(Source: Intel Corp. 2004 [8])

The calibration results of the pair of cameras which were obtained from the earlier
stages can be loaded and combined together. The toolbox calculates stereo calibration
parameters and saves them into a new file called Calib_results_stereo.mat, this file is
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used for the triangulation process. The stereo calibration parameters are shown in Table
2.2.

Figure 2.9 Extrinsic Parameters and spatial grid configuration of camera pair.
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2.3 The Search for Correspondences
The main goal of stereovision in this experiment is the reconstruction and mapping of the
3-D object. To reach this goal, a problem arises which is known as the correspondence
problea. This problem states that for a given pixel in image A, what is the corresponding
pixel in image B. This problem can be approached in different ways. One popular
method is to rectify all the images in order to produce epipolar lines. This method is
chosen for this project and is discussed in the next section.

2.3.1 Rectification and Epipolar Lines
Rectification is defined as an operation to "insure a simple epipolar geometry for
a stereo pair" [10]. In many stereo algorithm analyses, it is assumed that epipolar lines
are parallel to the image rows. If this is valid, it can "enable the search for correspondent
image features to be confined to one dimension" [17], and therefore simplify the process,
making the algorithm execute faster and give it more accurate results.
The perspective projection aatrix of a each cameras in a stereo vision system can
be obtained by a calibration process [10],[15] . The following equation shows this matrix

where A is the intrinsic matrix of a camera described in Section 1.2, and A represents the
rotation matrix and t the translation vector. An algorithm available from the Camera
Calibration Toolbox, along with a technique proposed by A. Fusiello [12], is used to
rectify images. The rectification algorithms use the P matrices of the two cameras to
calculate transformation matrices, which can transform images to rectified images. The
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next equation shows the mathematical representation of the process of obtaining the
coordinates of a point in the rectified image.

where mob represents the coordinates of the pixel in the original image, while T is the
transformation matrix and a n corresponds to the position of the point in the rectified
image.
Once the transformation matrices are obtained, the rectification of each image is
performed using rectify.m, which is listed in Appendix A. The rectified images are
stored as new images to be used for the matching step. The rectification process is
performed carefully since achieving epipolar lines rely on them. The accuracy of this
process is directly related to the accuracy of the calibration parameters obtained in the
earlier sections.
The results of rectification and epipolar lines can be manually tested by executing
test_epipolarlinesm, which is included in Appendix A. One can simply pick a point in

image A with known coordinates, and the program finds the corresponding pixel in image
B and outputs the coordinates of that pixel. After execution of this file, it can be

observed that the two pixels are on the same row as the two rectified images, which is
what the epipolar lines state. This test is done enough times to insure epipolar lines exist
throughout the experiment.
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Figure 2.10 Rectified images from camera B and C.

2.3.2 Image Matching

After the image rectification process, the next step is to match pixels from one image to
another in order to find the disparity. There are different techniques to do this as
mentioned in Chapter 1. Since the rectification process has already been carried out, this
search is only performed horizontally along the epipolar line in the second image. This
greatly reduces the time taken by the process.
Different image matching techniques produce different results. However, the
purpose of this experiment however is not to introduce a new image matching technique.
Therefore, two common algorithms for matching were chosen, improved and adjusted
according to the purpose of this project. The results of each algorithm were then

analyzed and the superior algorithm was picked. The two matching techniques were SSD
and Shirai algorithms, and are discussed in the next two sections. The image matching
process is an automated algorithm. This process is performed for all the pixels that are to
be mapped.
2.3.2.1 SSD Algorithm. One of the image matching techniques that were chosen was

the Sum of Square Difference or SSD. In this algorithm, a window with size of mxm is
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chosen around the pixel. The algorithm simply finds a same size window in the second
image that closely resembles the one in the first image. The comparison of the blocks is
done using the following equation:

where I(x,y) is from the first image, and IT (x,y) is from the second image. The block
from the second window that has the smallest value of SSD as compared with others, is
chosen as the window that closely resembles the block from the first image. The center
of this block is then chosen as the corresponding point of the pixel from the first image.

2.3.2.2 Shirai Algorithm. The second algorithm used is this project is based on blockmatching algorithm first proposed by Shirai [2],[21] shown in Figure 2.11. This
algorithm is written in an defile in Matlab called shirai.m and is provided in Appendix
A. The algorithm is modified in different ways for it to be more useful for this project;
these modifications include the adjustment of the threshold included in the algorithm and
a manual selection of the desired region where the object is in. For the purposes of this
experiment, the object that is to be mapped is known. Therefore to simplify the search,
the user is given the option of choosing the desired region of the search in the second
image. This shortens the horizontal search, therefore reducing the errors and also the
time of the execution. This however is optional and can be skipped.
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Figure 2.11 Shirai Algorithm

(Source: Reinhard Kiette et. al. 1998 [2])

The Shirai algorithm is similar to the SSD algorithm, as it compares blocks from
both images. It however selects matchable candidates from the first image based on edge
detection techniques explained in the next section. The block comparison is performed
using a function called SIMILAAITL [2], which can be calculated using the following
equations:
First, block p is selected in the first image, and function SE(p,q) is calculated between p
and q, where q is a block from the second image,
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In the Shirai algorithm there are three thresholds. The first threshold, d1 , is the
threshold related to the SIMILAAITL function, the values of this functions greater than d 1
are ignored and their corresponding pixels are not included in the results. If the value of
SIMILAAITL(p,q) is greater than d 1 , then the program decides to use d 2 , another pre
specified threshold greater than d i . If the values are smaller than d 2 the search interval
is examined for a possible reduction where all points q are excluded for future
comparisons for which they hold SIMILAAITL(p, q) ,d 3 , and d 3 is an a-priori specified
threshold greater than d 2 . To simplify this interval reduction, the interval is only reduced
at both ends [2].

2.3.3 Edge Detection
It is known that in a stereo process, there are two major problems. First is the extraction
of matchable descriptions of an image which can be approached by edge detection
methods. Second is the determination of the corresponding descriptors from each
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processed image. The edge detection techniques consist of convolving each image with a
set of filters of the form o 2G , where o 2 is the Laplacian and G is a Gaussian. For each
size filter, the zero crossing of the convolved image is localized. Matching takes place
between zero-crossing segments of the same sign and roughly the same orientation in the
two images. In other words, matching takes place for points from a filtered image and the
correspondences are used to calculate depth [14],[18].
Edge detection techniques can be used to produce better correspondence matching
results. The edge detection scheme that was used on this thesis is called the Canny Edge
detector, which was developed by John Canny of MIT in 1983 [10]. John Canny looked
at the edge detection as a signal processing problem and used this to design an optimal
edge detector. This thesis will not go in depth to explain this method or the Canny edge
detection operator since it is a standard defile of Matlab Image Processing toolbox. The
function can be called in Matlab by the following command,
BW = edge (I, 'canny', thresh)
Where "I" is the image, BW is the image with detected edges and "thresh" is a twoelement vector in which the first element is the low threshold, and the second element is
the high threshold. The Canny method detects edges by looking for local maxima of the
gradient of the image, which is calculated using the derivative of a Gaussian filter. The
canny method uses two thresholds, to detect strong and weak edges, and includes the
weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong edges. This method is less
likely than the others to be fooled by noise, and is more likely to detect true weak edges
[20].
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Figure 2.12 illustrates an image taken by camera A, then processed using the
Canny edge detection. The edge detection method is used to select points on the left
image of the camera pair that are to be processed. In other words, the edges of the left
image of the pair is detected, the resulting picture consists pixels having values of 1 and
0, which correspond to white and black points on Figure 2.12. The correspondence
algorithm takes the pixels that have the values of 1 and searches through the rectified
second image to find the corresponding pixels. This selection is done in order to
minimize the time of the process and is also a good approach to choose high-quality
candidates for image matching.

Figure 2.12 Edge detected image taken by camera A.

2.4 Triangulation

The theory of the triangulation algorithm was explained in Chapter 1. As mentioned
before, triangulation uses the disparity map with the results of stereo calibration to
calculate and obtain the depth map. The triangulation algorithm is included as an defile
in the Camera Calibration toolbox for Matlab. This program, along with the calibration
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results and the disparity map obtained from the image matching step, are included in the
main program written in Matlab to compute the 3-D depth map. The program is called
SSD.m and is listed in Appendix A.

2.5 Experimental Procedure
As explained in Chapter one and two, the array of five cameras was mounted along the
same x direction line, on a stable table. The cameras were named "A", "B", "C" , "D"
and "E" from left to right. The position of the cameras can not be changed after the
camera calibration step; therefore each camera was securely tightened in its position to
eliminate any displacement. It was also noted that the position of the cameras were
slightly changed during the course of time. This was due to various objects, often heavy
ones, placed on the table by other students working at the lab. To deal with this problem
and minimize pixel errors, the object images were taken immediately after the calibration
images. By doing this, the object and calibration images correspond to the same camera
position, and the possible movement of cameras over a long period due to the shaking
would not have any effects on the overall result of the experiment.
During the rectification process, the coordinates of every epipolar line were saved
in a list. This allows a simple inverse transformation through the constructed look-up
table. The distance to the epipole can be computed and subtracted from the distance for
the first pixel of the image row. Also the image values can easily be interpolated for
higher accuracy.
As mentioned in Chapter one, the pixel correspondences are propagated along the
camera array. This propagation process is started with the leftmost camera pair, namely
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"AB". By using the results of the camera calibration, as shown in Figure 2.2 the pixels
correspondences on rectified image pairs of cameras "A" and "B" is obtained. These set
of pixels on the rectified image of camera B are identified on the original or the unrectified image B by the method of inverse transformation mentioned earlier. Once the
set of pixels are identified in the original image from "B", they are propagated on the
camera pair "B-C". This is shown in Figure 2.13. The same process is also performed on
the rest of the pairs down the array, and the results are saved. These results can be
compared with the results of a larger baseline pair, namely "A-C" or "A-D.

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Once the theoretical studies and experimental procedures of the project are completed,
the results need to be evaluated and processed. The following secti:ns analyze and
evaluate the results of each step of the project. During the project, due to technical
difficulties, cameras "D" and "E" were eliminated from the process. The algorithm of the
process however, remains the same and the proposed method can be proven to be
efficient with the use of a three-camera array.

3.1 Results from calibration

The calibration results and parameters of the cameras are shown in Appendix B. The
result of calibrating camera A is shown in Table 3.1; these results are obtained using the
Camera Calibration Toolbox. By studying one camera, one can get a general idea about
the rest since the procedure of calibration is identical for all cameras.

Close attention should be paid to pixel error, which can be improved by reducing
the sources of error. The quality of the image acquisition device, namely the camera, and
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also the way it is mounted and used, can affect pixel error. The cameras should be
checked to see if they are out of focus, which can also result in errors. In the corner
detection step of the calibration, the four corners of the grid are picked manually. The
other corners of each square on the grid are then estimated automatically. It can be
observed that the initial manual picking of the corner can be a problematic task, since the
corner of a grid is not one pixel. Figure 3.1 illustrates a magnified corner on an image
and it can be seen that there is more than one candidate for the corner. This problem is
due to the resolution of the picture, which is dependant on the quality of the camera.
Therefore the results of calibration can be improved by employing a higher quality digital
camera.
The grid paper that was used was a 500x375 mm printed on a special printer.
During the printing process of a common printer, the paper is heated so the ink will dry
on the paper and not come off easily [22]. It was noted during the project, that the shape
of the paper can change slightly from this heating process. This becomes problematic
when a large piece of paper is tried to be put flatly on a board. The flatness of the grid is
essential in the calibration process, however the grid could not be completely flat due to
the reasons stated. This affects the results and the outcome of the calibration by
producing pixel errors.

Figure 3.1 Camera A's edge detection.
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The results of the calibration can be checked manually to see if they are realistic
and sensible. The translation vector Tc_1, which is obtained from the calibration file, is
the coordinate vector of the origin of the first grid pattern (0) in the camera reference
frame. This is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Grid Coordinates.
The translation vector of the first grid is the following:

The third element is the distance between the camera reference frames and the origin of
the grid, which is 1.217 meters, and it is a close match to manual measurements
performed.
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3.2 Rectification Results
The rectification step for each pair of cameras is performed after the stereo calibration
and the rectified images of each camera pair is shown in Appendix B. Since the process
of rectification is the same for all camera pairs, only the rectification results of cameras
"A" and "B" will be discussed. The rectification procedure ensures the existence of
epipolar lines which is essential in this experiment. The pair of rectified images is shown
in Figure 3.3

Figure 3.3 Rectified images of camera pair "AB".
The rectification process can also be checked manually. A point is picked from
the first image, and manually found in the second image. It was observed that in almost
all the cases, the horizontal positioning of the corresponding pixels matched in the
rectified images. In some cases however, the rectified images were off by one pixel
which is due to the pixel error produced while calibrating the cameras. This error is
considered in the matching algorithm. The matching program was written in a way that it
will search one pixel above and below the epipolar line as well as the epipolar line itself,
and will pick the closest matching pixels for the corresponding point.
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3.3 Pixel Matching Results
Writing a good matching algorithm was one of the more challenging parts of this project.
This project uses currently available techniques and tries to propagate the resulting
correspondences of two cameras along an array of cameras. There is need for a good
correspondence algorithm in order to show that the proposed method works effectively.
The steps of writing the algorithm were explained in Chapter 2. Due to the relatively
high probability of producing an error in this part of the project, the results need to be
effectively analyzed in order to reduce inaccuracies that may affect the final outcome.
Two matching algorithms were considered and used during this project. The first is a
SSD method which is an intensity matching algorithm, and the second is the Shirai
algorithm which uses feature detection techniques to select pixels in the first image for
the search for correspondences in the second image. The following sections discuss the
results of these methods.

3.3.1 SSD Matching Algorithm
The SSD method is an intensity-based method and was used at the beginning of the
project. Although this method produced some good data, it was noted that it also resulted
in many errors. The SSD algorithm does not pick a selection of points in the first image,
but searches for all corresponding points. As a result, the length of the process is
prolonged. Also, the search for all the pixel correspondences is not ideal since not all the
same pixels exist in both images [18]. This can lead to a large number of pixel
correspondences that are not desired and are seen as errors. To minimize the high
number of incorrect matchings, a threshold is chosen for the comparison of the SSD
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blocks and is varied throughout the experiment to test and optimize the results. The
m-files written in Matlab that perform the SSD process are included in Appendix A. The
SSD algorithm was improved consistently to produce better results; however it was
finally decided to employ a more accurate method for the search of correspondences,
namely the feature-based method.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the matching program is automated due to the length
of the procedure. There is also a program named testmatching.m that lets the user
manually enter a coordinate of a pixel in the first image, and find the corresponding point
in the next image. The answer can be confirmed by manually locating the point in the
second image and comparing the locations to the first. Although this can not be used in
the automated part of the project, it helps making the algorithm more effective and
reduces different sources of error in the main program. The manual input program,
namely testmatching.m, was executed a number of times to make sure that it worked
with a reasonably low percentage of error. Table 3.2 demonstrates some matching results
of selected points on the first image shown in Figure 3.4. These points are selected and
are manually identified in the second image. The coordinates of the identified pixels in
the second image are then compared with the coordinates that the SSD program outputs.
The SSD program produces a lot of errors and it can be seen on Table 3.2 that points "4"
and "18" do not fall in the expected region.
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3.3.2 Shirai Method

The second method that was used was the Shirai method which was mentioned in
Chapter 2. This method chooses a set of pixels based on feature based techniques such as
edge detection. The Canny edge detection technique which was explained in Section 2.3
was used to select the desired pixels for process. The Shirai method is similar to the SSD
method in the way that it uses the block comparison approach. However, it employs a
function called the SIMILAAITL which was mentioned in Section 2.3. This function
proved to be an excellent factor in improving results and was therefore used for
experimental evaluation of the proposed method.
Although not known for its time efficiency [2], the Shirai method along with the
use of the constraints, reduced the time of execution drastically when compared with the
SSD algorithm. As shown in Section 2.3, the Shirai method defines a threshold which is
used on the numerical value of the SIMILAAITL function. The blocks of pixels in the
second image that have a value greater than the defined threshold are simply viewed as
errors and are ignored. This reduces the time of the process as well as improving the
outcome. In cases such as this, time efficiency is very important and can play a vital role
in some applications and designs.
The Shirai algorithm was implemented using an m-file. Prior to adopting this
algorithm, numerous tests on random points were performed to evaluate the accuracy of
the algorithm in action. To do this, shiraiCorrespondingpixeltest.m was written which
is very similar to testmatching.m and serves as a manual testing program. This m-file is
included in Appendix A. Similar to Table 3.2, Table 3.3 demonstrates some matching
results of selected points on the first image shown in Figure 3.4. These points are
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selected and are manually identified in the second image. The coordinates of the
identified pixels in the second image are then compared with the coordinates that are
obtained using Shirai matching method.

As it can be seen on Table 3.3 all the resulting coordinates, except point 19, fall
into the region of manual estimation. Some error was to be expected as the
corresponding algorithm can not be designed to give perfect results; however most of the
errors can be analyzed and removed from the selection. In the case of point 19, with the
selection of correct threshold, this point can be ignored and viewed as error. As an
example, it is shown that the threshold of 1000 can remove and assign the value of Nan
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(Not a number in Matlab) to this point. It is concluded that the lower the threshold, the
higher the possibility of correct correspondences.

3.3.3 Correspondence Propagation and Disparity Map

Following satisfactory tests on the Shirai algorithm, an defile was written to employ this
algorithm for the search of all matching correspondences. Functions of this defile
include loading a pair of pictures, edge detecting the first picture for selection of points,
and the search of correspondences. The coordinates of the correspondences are then used
to find the disparity map and ultimately the depth of the points. This defile is named
Shiraiwiththreshold.m and is included in Appendix A. Table 3.4 shows the number of

corresponding points found from the first pair of cameras and then the results of
propagating these points along the camera array. It can be seen that the number of
correspondences decrease as the search proceeds down the array. This was expected due
to the fact that some pixels simply do not exist as the process is moved along the
cameras.
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The number of corresponding points that are found using the proposed method
need to be compared to the old methods, namely the direct matching algorithms. A pair
of cameras with a relatively large baseline is chosen; this pair is "AC". The Shirai
algorithm was again used for the direct matching method for large-baseline models and
the results are shown in Table 3.5 the results of the proposed method are also shown on
this table for comparison. It can be noted that the number of correspondences found
using the proposed method is larger than the direct matching method; this is shown with
different values of the Shirai algorithm threshold. It can also be noted the high
percentage of points propagated from the first pair in the second pair.

The disparity for every corresponding point in each rectified pair is obtained and
the overall disparity of these points on the entire array is calculated. The overall disparity
is simply the addition of all the disparities of each adjacent pair of cameras. The
selection of points used earlier and shown in Figure 3.4 are used to compare the
disparities obtained from the proposed method to the manual estimation of disparities
from the direct matching method. Table 3.6 shows the expected disparities of the
selected points in pair "AC". Since some of the points from camera "A" are difficult to
find in camera "C" using a conventional two camera model, their corresponding positions
are manually identified and estimated. This gives better accuracy when the results are
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compared with the result of the proposed method. Table 3.7 shows the position of the
points in the rectified "B" which are obtained by transformation of coordinates from the
original image. These pixels are then found in camera C, and the disparities between
pairs "AB" and "BC" are added to obtain the overall disparity. The results of the
proposed method closely match the estimated numbers which proves the accuracy and
precision of the method.
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The left image on Figure 3.4 shows a depth representation of the corresponding
points detected by the SSD algorithm. The scattered depth map of the face is first plotted
using mesh and surface command, and then the image of the face is put over the surface.
The outcome becomes a recognizable 3-D dimensional plot of the face. The plot gives a
decent overall result but fails in accuracy with points on the face of the mask. It can be
seen on the right image of Figure 3.4 that the depth resolution on the face is not as
accurate as expected and the features of the face do not stand out.

F igure 3.5 3-1)

representation of the mask in space using SSD algorithm.

The 3-D representation of the selected pixels using edge detection is shown in
Figure 3.6. The actual grayscale image values corresponding to each point can also be
used to enhance the plot, making it more recognizable. This plot is also shown in Figure
3.6.
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Figure 3.7 shows the depth representation of the mask from the side angle. The
graph shows the good depth resolution of the proposed method and the features of the
face can be clearly seen.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

In the engineering world today, there will always be need for improvement of existing
methods. The method proposed in this thesis, is shown to be superior when compared to
its predecessors. It is a promising technique that can be adopted for different applications
ranging from robotics and navigation to biomedical engineering. The precision of the
method was shown to be equal to that of large baseline. When performing corresponding
pixel matching for the large baseline model, there were many errors produced due to the
existence of ambiguities. This ultimately resulted in inaccurate depth measurements.
The proposed method propagates correspondences along an array of cameras each having
small baselines, therefore minimizing the error.
Due to the employment of a large baseline model, the proposed method has good
distance resolution. At the same time, the advantages of a small baseline model such as
accurate pixel and feature matching are enjoyed. In other words, the proposed method
has high depth resolution while having high quality results of correspondence matching.
When using this method, the accuracy-precision trade off issue is resolved.
The disadvantage of the proposed method is that, employing five cameras would
significantly increase the cost of hardware, unless time constraints allow the same
hardware to be used successively for the five images. Also the visual field common to
five cameras is smaller than that observed by two cameras; hence the reconstructed
region is smaller. This however does not cause any problem for the purpose of this
thesis, which is to obtain the depth map of biological surfaces that are fixed in position
while the images are taken.
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As in any other engineering design, there is room for improvement. There is a
need for a good algorithm that can confidently find corresponding points, while
effectively reducing errors. This can help generate a more correct depth representation of
biological surfaces. Other means of improvement include choosing superior image
acquisition devices, better camera calibration precision, and a more accurate triangulation
algorithm. The experimental results of the proposed method met the expectations and
proved to be capable of combining small base and long base models, therefore enjoying
both the advantages that the two models have to offer.

APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The programs that were used during this project are listed in this section. The following
program takes the input of a point on the first image, and outputs its corresponding point
in the second image based on a modified SSD algorithm.
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2,Y+3); B(x-1,Y-3),B(x-1,Y-2),B(x-1,Y-1),B(x-1,Y),B(x-1,Y+1),B(x-1,Y+2),B(x1,Y+3); B(x,Y-3),B(x,Y-2),B(x,Y-1),B(x,Y),B(x,Y+1),B(x,Y+2),B(x,Y+3); B(x+1,Y3),B(x+1,Y-2),B(x+1,Y-1),B(x+1,Y),B(x+1,Y+1),B(x+1,Y+2),B(x+1,Y+3); B(x+2,Y3),B(x+2,Y-2),B(x+2,Y-1),B(x+2,Y),B(x+2,Y+1),B(x+2,Y+2),B(x+2,Y+3); B(x+3,Y3),B(x+3,Y-2),B(x+3,Y-1),B(x+3,Y),B(x+3,Y+1),B(x+3,Y+2),B(x+3,Y+3);] ;
diff=abs((MatB)-(MatA));
T1(1,Y)=sum(sum(diff));
end
size=size(T 1);
t=[1:1277];
plot(t,T1 1);
k=min(T1(4:1277)); %position of the minimum value of the matrix N
[i]=find(T1==k)

The following program is a modified version of SSD with a defined threshold.

SSD.m
function SSD
load('Calib_Results_stereo');
Al=imread('A_rectified0001.bmp');
Bl=imread(Brectified0001.bmp');
A=double(A1(:,1:1280));
B=double(B1( : ,1 :1280));
edge=imread('edgedone.bmp');
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size(T1);
t=[1:1277];
%plot(t,T);
k=min(T1(3:1277)); %position of the minimum value of the matrix N
[i]=find(T1==k);%[i]=find(T==n)
ypos=i;%y position of corresponding pixel of (x,y) in the second image
xL=[x;y];
xR=[x;ypos];
[XL,XR] =
stereo_triangulation(xL,xR,om,T,fcleft,ccieft,kcieft,alpha_c_left,fc_right,cc_right,kc_
right,alpha_c_right);
ZA(x-213,y-513)=XL(3,1); %the value of z(depth) at the pixel (x,y). the position starts
from (x-214,y-514) which is (1,1)
ZB(x-213,y-513)=XR(3,1);
else
end
end
end
This following defiled is the program written based on Shirai Algorithm without
threshold.
Shirai.m
function Shirai
tic
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%%%%this program is for AB
Al=imread('Arectified0001.bmp');
Bl=imread('B Jectified0001.bmp');
A=double(Al);
B=double(B1);
Aedge = edge(A,'canny'); %edge detection
load('Calib_Results_stereo');
imshow(B l);
[leftyl,leftxl] = ginput(l);
lefty=round(leftyl);
g=0; %this is the counter to position the pixels in Brectified in a stack
for x=255:255+578; %x=input('input x, x is horizontal in paint
for y=435:435+404 %y=input('input y, y is vertical in paint
if Aedge(x,y)==l %if the edge is white in the edge detected picture
MatA=[A(x-3,y-3),A(x-3,y-2),A(x-3,y-l),A(x-3,y),A(x-3,y+l),A(x-3,y+2),A(x-3,y+3);
A(x-2,y-3),A(x-2,y-2),A(x-2,y-l),A(x-2,y),A(x-2,y+l),A(x-2,y+2),A(x-2,y+3); A(x-l,y3),A(x-l,y-2),A(x-l,y-l),A(x-l,y),A(x-l,y+l),A(x-l,y+2),A(x-l,y+3); A(x,y-3),A(x,y2),A(x,y-l),A(x,y),A(x,y+l),A(x,y+2),A(x,y+3); A(x+l,y-3),A(x+l,y-2),A(x+l,yl),A(x+l,y),A(x+l,y+l),A(x+l,y+2),B(x+l,y+3); A(x+2,y-3),A(x+2,y-2),A(x+2,yl),A(x+2,y),A(x+2,y+l),A(x+2,y+2),A(x+2,y+3); A(x+3,y-3),A(x+3,y-2),A(x+3,yl),A(x+3,y),A(x+3,y+l),A(x+3,y+2),A(x+3,y+3)];
Average=mean(mean(MatA));
k=3;
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Var1=0;
for i=-k:1:k
for j=-k: 1 :k
Var1=Var1+(A(x+i,y+j)-Average)^2,
end
end
Variance=Varl/((2*k+1)^2);
for Y=lefty:1:y% can not start from 1 because Y-3 would be outside the picture,
so starting from pixel 4
n=0;% this is the counter to place create SEmat
SE=0;
for Xl=x-1:1:x+1
%calculation of SE(A,B):
for i=-k:1:k
for j=-k:1:k
SE=SE+((A(x+i,y+j)-B(Xl+i,Y+j))^(2));
end
end
n=n+1;
SIMILARITY(n,Y)= SE/(Variance+1);
end
end
end
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SEsize=size(SIMILARITY);
v=var(SIMILARITY);
vmin=min(min(v(:,lefty:end))); %minimum value of SEmat, starting from 4,
because the first 4 colomns are zero.
[p,Ypos]=find(v==vmin);
xR=[x;Ypos(l)];
xL=[x;y];
g=g+l;%the counter for the stack.
BrecPos(g,l)=x; %positioning the pixels from Brectified in a stack form/
BrecPos(g,2)=Ypos(l);
[XL,XR] =
stereo_triangulation(xL,xR,om,T,fc_left,cc_left,kcieft,alpha_c_left,fc_right,cc_right,kc_
right,alpha_c_right);
ZA(x-254,y-434)=XL(3,l); %the value of z(depth) at the pixel (x,y). the position
starts from (x-214,y-514) which is (l,l)
ZB(x-254,y-434)=XR(3,l);
end
end
save(DepthofA&B)
display('elapsed time is:')
toc
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The following program is a modified version of Shirai algorithm written as an mfiled, it defines a threshold vmin.
Shiraiwiththeshold.m
function Shiraiwiththreshhold
tic
clear
%%%%this program is for AB
Al=imread('Arectified0001.bmp');
Bl=imread('B Jectified0001.bmp');
A=double(Al);
B=double(B l);
Aedge = edge(A,'canny'); %edge detection
Aedgeprocessed=imread('edgeprocessed.bmp');
Bedgeprocessed=imread('Bedgeprocessed.bmp');
load('Calib_Results_stereo');
imshow(B1);
[leftyl,leftxl] = ginput(2); %gets input from the mouse
righty=round(leftyl));
righty=round(leftyl (2,l));
g=0;
for x=255:255+578; %x=input('input x, x is horizontal in paint
for y=435:435+578%404 %y=input('input y, y is vertical in paint
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if Aedge(x,y)==1 & Aedgeprocessed(x,y)==1;%if the edge is white in the edge
detected picture
MatA=[A(x-3 ,y-3),A(x-3 ,y-2),A(x-3 ,y- 1 ),A(x-3 ,y),A(x-3 ,y+ 1 ),A(x-3 ,y+2),A(x3 ,y+3); A(x-2,y-3),A(x-2,y-2),A(x-2,y- 1 ),A(x-2,y),A(x-2,y+ 1 ),A(x-2,y+2),A(x-2,y+3);
A(x- 1 ,y-3),A(x- 1 ,y-2),A(x- 1 ,y- 1 ),A(x- 1 ,y),A(x- 1 ,y+ 1 ),A(x- 1 ,y+2),A(x- 1 ,y+3); A(x,y3),A(x,y-2),A(x,y- 1 ),A(x,y),A(x,y+ 1 ),A(x,y+2),A(x,y+3); A(x+ 1 ,y-3),A(x+ 1 ,y2),A(x+ 1 ,y- 1 ),A(x+ 1 , y),A(x+ 1 ,y+1 ),A(x+1 ,y+2),B(x+1 ,y+3); A(x+2,y-3),A(x+2,y2),A(x+2,y- 1 ),A(x+2,y),A(x+2,y+ 1 ),A(x+2,y+2),A(x+2,y+3); A(x+3,y-3),A(x+3,y2),A(x+3,y- 1 ),A(x+3,y),A(x+3,y+ 1 ),A(x+3,y+2),A(x+3,y+3)] ;
Average=mean(mean(MatA));
k=3;
Carl=0;
for i=-k: 1 :k
for j=-k: 1 :k
Car1=Car1+(A(x+i,y+j)-Average)^2;
end
end
Cariance=Carl/((2*k+1)^2);
for Y=lefty:1:righty% can not start from 1 because Y-3 would be outside the
picture, so starting from pixel 4
n=0;% this is the counter to place create SEmat
SE=O;
for X1=x-1:1:x+1
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[XL,XR] =
stereo_triangulation(xL,xR,om,T,fc_left,ccieft,kcieft,alpha_c_left,fc_right,cc_right,kc_
right,alpha_c_right);
ZA(x-254,y-434)=XL(3,1); %the value of z(depth) at the pixel (x,y). the
position starts from (x-214,y-514) which is (1,1)
ZB(x-254,y-434)=XR(3,1);
else
ZA(x-254,y-434)=nan;
ZB(x-254,y-434)=nan;
end
else
ZA(x-254,y-434)=nan;
ZB(x-254,y-434)=nan;
end
else
ZA(x-254,y-434)=nan;
ZB(x-254,y-434)=nan;
end
end
end
%creating a scattered matrix for A
for x=1:1:578
for y=1:1:404

4'1

The following program takes the input of a point on the first image, and
outputs its corresponding point in the second image based on Shirai algorithm.
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Shiraitest.m
function Correspondingpixeltest
clear
Al=imread('Arectified0001.bmp');
Bl=imread('Brectified0001.bmp');
A=double(A1);
B=double(B 1);
x=inputeinput x, x is vertical') % instead of "for x=214:1:813," in the main program
y=inputeinput y, y is horizontal') %instead of " for y=514:1:983;" in the main program
for counter=1:20;
clear vmin, clear SIMILARITY, clear Ypos, clear p, clear SE, clear Cariance, clear Carla,
clear Average, clear v;
MatA=[A(x-3,y-3),A(x-3,y-2),A(x-3,y-1),A(x-3,y),A(x-3,y+1),A(x-3,y+2),A(x-3,y+3);
A(x-2,y-3),A(x-2,y-2),A(x-2,y-1),A(x-2,y),A(x-2,y+1),A(x-2,y+2),A(x-2,y+3); A(x-1,y3),A(x-1,y-2),A(x-1,y-1),A(x-1,y),A(x-1,y+1),A(x-1,y+2),A(x-1,y+3); A(x,y-3),A(x,y2),A(x,y-1),A(x,y),A(x,y+1),A(x,y+2),A(x,y+3); A(x+1,y-3),A(x+1,y-2),A(x+1,y1),A(x+1,y),A(x+1,y+1),A(x+1,y+2),A(x+1,y+3); A(x+2,y-3),A(x+2,y-2),A(x+2,y1),A(x+2,y),A(x+2,y+1),A(x+2,y+2),A(x+2,y+3); A(x+3,y-3),A(x+3,y-2),A(x+3,y1),A(x+3,y),A(x+3,y+1),A(x+3,y+2),A(x+3,y+3)];
lefty=370;
for Y=lefty:1:y; % Y=1:1:number of columns, this is in the second image
Average=mean(mean(MatA));
k=3;
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SEsize=size(SIMILARITY);
v=var(SIMILARITY);
vmin=min(min(v(:,lefty:end))); %minimum value of SEmat, starting from 4, because the
first 4 colomns are zero.
if vmin<=1 000
[p,Ypos]=find(v==vmin);
xR=[x;Ypos(1)]
xL=[x;y];
else
xR=[x;nan]
xL=[x;y];
%end
end
end
The following programs are for rectification process, they are based on algorithm
proposed by A. Fusiello [12].
rectify.m
function [A,R,t] = art(P)
% ART: factorize a PPM as P=A*[R;t]
Q = inv(P(1:3, 1:3));
[U,B] = qr(Q);
R = inv(U);
t = B*P(1:3,4);
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A(1,2)=0; % no skew
% new projection matrices
Pni = A * [R -R*c2 ];
Pn2 = A * [R -R*c2 ];
% rectifying image transformation
T1 = Pn1(1:3,1:3)* inv(Pol(1:3,1:3));
T2 = Pn2(1:a,1:a)* inv(Po2(1:3,1:3));
The following program converts from rectified coordinates to image coordinates
and vice versa. It is used in propagation of correspondences. The program is based on A.
Fusiello's algorithm of rectification [12].
p2t.m
function [un,vn] = p2t(H,u,v);
% P2T apply a Projective 2D Transform
% H is an homography of the projective plane
dime = size(u,i);
cad = [u v ones(dime,1)]';
h2d = H * cad;
c2d = h2d(1:2,:)./ [h2d(a,:)' h2d(a,:)']';
un = (c2d(1,:))';
vn = (c2d(2,:))';

APPENDIX B
RAW DATA

Figure B.1 Images taken with camera A and B.
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